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SUMMARY

VGH time-history data obtained from one type of twin-engine transport
airplane during operations from 1950 to 1952 on a transcontinental route
are analyzed in order to determine the magnitude and frequency of occur-
rence of gust accelerations, gust velocities, and the associated airspeeds
and altitudes. The present results compare favorably with results pre-
ciously obtained for a similar tYPe Of tin-engine airplane during other

. operations. A somewhat less severe acceleration history for the present
operations than that shown for the other airplane appears to have resulted
from a lower operating airspeed in rough air for the present operations.

●

The VGH data and a limited ssmple of V-G data from another route were
synthesized to obtain estktes of overall gust and acceleration histories.

.
INTRODUCTION

For a number of yesxs, studies of the gusts and gust loads experi-
enced by transport airplanes have %een made by the National Advisory
(Xmmittee for Aeronautics through use of airspeed, altitude, and acceler-
ation measurements taken during routine airline operations. This infor-
mation in the past has proven useful in the formulation of design require-
ments, in studies of fatigue problems, and in the prediction of gust and
load histories for new types of operations.

The present report represents a continuation of this work and pre-
sents an smlysis of gust data obtained by means of an NACA VGH recorder
instaUed in a twin-engine transport airplane. These *ta are snalyzed
herein to determine the magnitude and frequency of occurrence of gust
accelerations, gust velocities, and the associated airspeeds for the
period covered by the records. The results are compared with results
obtained in reference 1 for a similar type of twin-engine airplane.
operated on another route. In order to obtain estimates of the overall
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gust and acceleration histories for the type of
data taken during another operation of the same
in con$mctionwith the present VGH dati. -
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.

airplane considered, V-G
type of airplane are used .

APPARATUS AND SCOPE OF DATA

The data presented herein were obt&ined with an NACA VGH recorder,
which is described in detail in referenbe 2. The instrument yields a
time-history record of the indicated airspeed, altitude, and normal
acceleration for each flight of the airplane.

The pertinent characteristics of the airplane frcm which the data
were obtained are described in the fol~owing table:

Design grossweight,W, lb . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ...4.0.500
Wingarea,S, sqft . . . . . . . . ,“. . . , . . . . , . . . . 817
Aspectratio, A . . . . . . . . . . .’. . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.3
Meangeometric chord,5, ft . . . . ... . . . . . . . ... . . 9.72
Slope of lift curve per radian (computed),m . . . . . . . . . . 5.02
Design cruising speed (indicated),VC, ,mpfi”.. . . . . . . . . . 280
Design speed for matium gust intensity (indicated),VB, mph . . 175
Never-exceed speed (indicated),VM, mph . . . . . . . . . . . . 315
Limit-gust-load factor (computed accor~ng
tomethodofref.3) . . . . . . . , .-. . . . . . . , . . . . 2.76

These values were obtained from the mahtiacturerfs design data and the
airplane operating manual unless othe r se-indicated.

T
The slope of the

lift curve was calculated (as recommen d in ref. 4) from the relation

~, where A is the aspect ratio. This calculated lift-curve slope
A+2
is lower than the value used by the ms$mfacturer in designing the air-
plane, and, accordingly, the calculate~ limit-gust-load factor of 2.76
is smaller than the design value of 3.17. ~

The data sample consisted of 12 ~GH records representing 676 flight
hours of routine commercial t,ransport~operationfrom April 1950 to
April 1952. On these flights the airplane was used for short-haul pas-
senger operations on a transcontinenteh.ddute between New York and

Los Angeles. Flights varied from about 10 minutes to ~ hours in length

and averaged about 45 minutes. Altho~h the average
was about 5,800 feet, maximum altitudes of 15,000 b“
reached.

—

—

.

.

—

.

—

z
pressure altitude

.

20,000 feet were
●
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EVALUATION OF RECORDS AND RESULTS

The VGH records were evaluated essentially in accordance with the
methods used in reference 1 to obtain frequency distributions of accel-
erations, airspeeds, and altitudes.

For evaluating the acceleration data, the steady-flight position of
the acceleration trace was used as a reference from which the gust accel-
erations were read. Only the maximum value was read for each deflection
of the acceleration trace greater tha~ a threshold of *O.% from the ref-
erence. The results are smmarized in table I in terms of the number of
accelerations within O.lg intervals for the total flight time and for the
portions of the record that the airplane was considered to be in the climb,
en-route, or descent condition. The flight hours, flight miles, and num-
ber of accelerations per mile for each distribution are presented in
table I.

Figure 1 presents the acceleration data for the total sample in
terms of the average nuniberof accelerations that exceeded given values

/
of ~ ~w) the ratio of the measured acceleration to the acceleration

. corresponding to the computed limit-gust-load-factorincrement, per mile
of flight. The ortinate values for this figure were obtained from table I
by progressively summing the total frequency distribution (by starting

● with the frequency .forthe largest value of an) and then dividing each
sum by the total flight distance. The ratio scale is used to facilitate
comparisons with data from other airplanes having different load factors.
The solid line in the figure was faired through the data points to repre-
sent the present operation. For comparison, the dashed line in figure 1
represents the distribution of accelerations given in table III of ref-
erence 1 for another type of twin-engine airplane operated on a northern
transcontinental route. A ccmputed value of ~W equal to 1.7gwas

used in plotting the data taken from reference 1.

In order to determine the gust velocities encountered during the
present operations, the airspeed and altitude corresponding to each gust
acceleration in table I were also read from the records. These values
were then used to calculate the derived gust velocities by means of the
gus”t-loadformula discussed in reference 5. In these calculations, an
average operating weight of 0.85 of the design weight and a mass param-
eter corresponding to the midpoint for each 5,000-foot-sltitude interval
were used. The results are swumsrized in table 11 for the total ssmple
and for the given altitude intervals together tith the flight hours>
flight miles, and number of gusts per mile for ~ch altitude. As a result
of the use of the revised gust-load formula, the derived gust velocities
for the present data are higher by a factor of roughly 1.6 than the corre-

●

spending effective gust velocities computed in most past analyses of air-
line gust data. ~See, for example, ref. 1.)

.
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The gust velocity distribution for the total ssmple in table II is b

plotted in figure 2 to represent the av~age numberof gusts that exceeded
given values per mile of flight. The lod gtit frequency indicated in fig- ,
ure 2 in the range of 7 to 10 feet per secon~ resulted from incomplete
frequency counts near the threshold valu~. The solid-line curve in the
figure was faired through the data point? to inticate the trend of the dis-
tribution. For comparison, the distribution of derived gust velocities for
the operations reported in reference 1 is im.dicatedin figure 2 by the
dashed-line curve. Since the gust data of reference 1 are given in terms
of’effective gust velocity Ue, these data were converted for comparison

to values of derived gust VelOdty ~de.; N6ither the present data nor
those givenin reference 1 have been corrected for dynsmic-responseeffects.

Distributions of indicated airspee&”for the cltib, en-route, and
descent conditions were obtained simply &y reading the airspeed trace at
l-minute intervals for each flight. Thepe distributions are given in fig-
ure 3 as the portion of the time spent at given airspeeds for each flight
condition. In order to compare these dqta with the airspeeds used in —

rough air, the distributions of airspeeds at which gust accelerations
greater than tO.3g were experienced are ‘sh&n in the figure by dashed-line

—

curves. Also shown in the figure are tl& &sign speed for maximum gust
intensity VB, the design cruising spee~ Vc, and the never-exceed w
speed V~. ,-..

P’MCISIONANDRELIABILTl!Y
●

The accuracy of the data presented;herein is affectedly the inherent :
instrument errors, insts31ation errors,~and reading errdrs. The inherent
instrument errors and a general discussion of installation errors are
given in reference 2. A discussion of-~eading errors applicable to the
present data is contained in reference ~. The VGH installation met the
basic installation requirements given ih reference 2, and, consequently,
the installation errors for the present data are felt to be negligible.
The estimated total error for each of the quantities measured is

a
Acceleration, gunits . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

.
to.05 —

Airspeed,mph. . . . . .. . . . . . .’.”;. . . . . . . . . . t5
Altitude}ft . . . . . . . . . . . . ;. . . . . . . . . . . . ~~

In ad~tion to the problem of instrument precision, a problem exists
regarding the statistical.reliability of the data samples (that is, appli-
cability to extended periods of operation). Unfortunately,precise methods
of determining the stati.stlcalreliabi~ity of the present results are not
available. An indication of the reliability of the results may be obtained,
however, by exsmining the variations tiong the data from individual records
and groups of records forming the tot~ s“~ple. Based on considerations s
of the ssmple size (676 hours) and past experience with results of the type

.
.
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presented, the distributions of accelerations (fig. 1) and gust velocity
(fig. 2) are esthatedto be reliable withina factor of about 3 (on the
ordinate scale) at the smaller acceleration and gust-velocity values and
within a factor of about k at the higher values.

DISCUSSION

Accelerations

Comparison of the two curves in figure 1 indicates that the accel-
erations experienced for the present operations were somewhat less severe
than those reported in reference 1 for operations of another type of twin-
engine transport airplane on a northern transcontinental route. For a
given freqtincy of occurrence, the fraction of the computed l.imit-gust-
load factor exceeded for the present operation is about 0.85 of that for
the operations covered in reference 1. Jh terms of frequency of occurrence
per mile of flight, a given fraction of the computed Wait-gust-load factor
is experienced only about one-fourth as frequently in the present opera-
tions. An evaluation of the records for the two operations indicated that
the average airspeed in rough air for the present data was 0.66VC as com-

pared tith 0.76vC for the reference data. This difference between the

airspeed operating practices appears to be primsrily responsible for the
differences noted between the accelerations since the gusts encountered
in the two operations (as are discussed later) are very similar.

An ~nation of the present acceleration data for the different
operating conditions (see table I) indicates that the number of accelera-
tions experienced during the en-route and descent conditions were approxi-
mately equal and also that the total number for en route and descent
mounted to roughly 85 percent of the total number for the three conditions
sh~. When compared in terms of the average frequency of occurrence per
tile, however, the frequencies of occurrence for the climb and for the
descent conditions are seen to be roughly two and three times greater,
respectively, than the frequency for the en-route condition. The greater
frequencies of acceleration per mile during the ctib and the descent
conditions are primarily due to the greater smount of turbulence associated
with the lower altitudes traversed during climb and descent.

Gust Velocities

l?@.u= 2 indicates that the frequency of occurrence of gust velocities
for the present operations was approximately the same as that for the twin-
engine airplane operated on a northern transcontinental route (ref. 1).
The generally good agreement between the results shown in the figure
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ordinarily would have been expected since the two operations are nearly m
alike in regard to airplane type, length;of flight, average altitude,
and general area of operations.

.—”
An inspection of the distributions of gust velocity for the different

altitude intervals of table II indicates tkt a considerably smaller num.
ber of gusts per mile were encountered a+ altitudes above ~,COO feet than
at altitudes below 7,000 feet. This decbea~”~in frequency of occurrence
of gusts is in agreaent with the result~ obtained from previous work and,
in general.,has accounted for the small &m~er of accelerations per mile
of flight experienced during the en-route condition.

. —

Airspeeds

The overall Mstributions of airspeed in figure 3 show, as might be
expected, large variations in the airspeeds-forthe flight conditions
indicated. It may be noted that the cli$ibspeeds were much lower than
the en-route and descent speeds and that the highest speeds occurred
during the descent. Inasmuch as the av&a@ airspeeds were 0.61vC, 0.74VC,

and 0.71VC for the climb, en-route, and descent conditions, respectively,

the data indicate-that the airplane gen@&ly was operated well below the .
design cruising speed VC of 280 mph. The very low speeds noted during

the descent (in the range roughly from 100 to 140 mph) are probably -’SO-”
ciated with maneuvering during approach”and landing, which under the pres- ‘
ent classificationwas included in the ?iescentcondition.

Comparison in figure 3 of the Ust&ibutions of airspeeds in rough
air (dashed lines) with the overall airspeed distributions shows that
only slight differences existed between the overall speeds and the speeds
in rough air. For the climb condition,-the speed in rough air appears
to be slightly higher than the overald ‘speelisand is close to the design
speed in severe turbulence v~ of 175 @ph for the airplane being con-

sidered. For en route snd descent, the’distributions indicate that
slightly lower speeds were used in rod a~r thsm for overall operations.
In general, however, these differences‘betweenthe overall and rough-air
spe-edsfor the present operations ere $m& and do not indicate any
appreciable chzmge in airspeed upon endo~%ering rough air.

1

Overall Load and GMt Histories

As has been noted in previous reports (for exsmple, ref. l), VGH-&ta
ssmples genera~y are limited in size tid do not provide adequate infor-
mation on the larger loads and gust velocities which occur very infre-
quently. In order to obtain estimatesof the larger values for extended
operations, therefore, recourse has be&n made in the past to synthesis

*

--

*
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of results from VGH and V-G data. Utiortunately, V-G data were not
obtained from the seineairldne which supplied the present VGE data. A
Limited sample of V-G tits covering 3,448 hours, however, was obtained
during operations of the same type of airplane on a route in the south-
western portion of the United States. These records have been evaluated
by routine procedures (ref. 6) for the accelerations and gust velocities,
and the data are summarized in table 111.

Estimates of the overall acceleration and gust histories for the
present type of airplane are given in figures 4 and >, respectively, and
are based on the available V(2Hand V-G data. In both figures, a line has
been faired to represent the general trend of the cmibined data samples.
The acceleration and gust velocities fr,rnnthe V-G data appear to be
larger and more frequent than would be expected by a shuple extrapolation
of the VGH data - a result which has been noted in previous investigations.
In regard to this result, transport airplanes may be subjected at times
to large maneuver accelerations and, slthough attempts me made during
the evaluation of V-G records to eliminate obtious maneuver accelerations
which occurred at the lower airspeeds during descent and landing, some
influence from maneuvers might unknowingly be present in the V-G results

. shown.

Figure 4 indicates that the frequency of exceeding the acceleration
.

%W corresponding to the Idmit-gust-load factor is about 3 x 104

times per mile, or one value larger than ~ every 3 x 10~ flight

miles. Similarly, figure ~ indicates that the larger gust velocities,

tkt iS, Ude = X fPS, me exceeded once in about 0.8 x lo5 flight miles.
These values for the miles to exceed ~W and U& = ~ fps are in

general.agreement with the results given in reference 6 for seven opera-
tions involving both two-engine and four-engine civil transport airplanes.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An analysis of VGH data representing 676 flight hours of scheduled
airline operations from 1950 to 1952 of a twin-engine transport airplane
indicates that the gusts encountered are in good agreement with those
previously reported for another type of twin-engine transport airplane.
A scmewhat less severe acceleration history for the present operations
than that shown for the other airplane appears to have resulted from a
lower operating airspeed in rough air for the present operations.

4

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
. National.Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va., November 23, 1~.
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F1’equency&ktribukion

~, g units Total

Cllmb En route Dsscent

0.3 to 0.4 635
.4 to .5

1,722 l,e% 4,2$
135 437 413

.5 to .6 35 lJ.7

.6 %0 .7
108 260

9 35 29 73
.7 to .8 2 7 9 16
.8 to .9 2 3 6 U
.9 to 1.0 1 1 1 3

1.0 to 1.1 --- 0 0 0
1.1 to 1.2 --- 1 1 2

!cOtd 819 2)= 2,453 3,593

Flight houm 101 414 161 676

Fllght miles 1.72 x 104 8.62 x L04 3.19 x 104 1.35 x 105

lhmber of
accelerations 4.7x 10-2 2.7x 10-2 7.7 x 10-2 4.1 x 10-2
per tie

. ,

E
TABLE I.- lIREQUENCY D18TWEl?l’IONS OF ACCELERATIONS BY FLIGEl! CONDITION s

El
m

2
P
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TJ=~ ~. - =- DLS’HUBUKCOIW OF DERIVED GUST VILCX21TY BY ALTITUDE

Freqmncy diatributlonfor -

U*) %’s
o to ~,ooo ft ~,mo b 10,OOO ft 10,000 h 20,000 ft Total

8to I.2 1,503 419 1,952
I-2to16 1,932 683 ;
16 to 20 480

2,705
133 w 663

20 to 24 146 27 28 20”.
24 to 28 29 8 1
28 to 32

%
20 --- 5 25

%to$ 4 ---
%“ tu ’40

3 7
1 .— 1

&tQ44

--=
0 --- 0

44t548
---

.0 --- --,- 0
Mti52 1 --- --- 1

Total 4,u6 1,270 207 5,593

Flight hours 299 294 83 676

Flight tiles 5.98 x 104 Jj.&!x 104 1.66 x 104 1.35 x 105

Number
of gusts 6.9 x lo< 2.2 x 1o-2 1.3X 10-2 4.1 x 10-2 ~
per mile

J

z . .
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P
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_ In. - IT@- DIS!CKEWTIONS OF MAXIMUM AWELEMTIONS

AND MAXIMM GUST WIUXITIJZS FRCM V-G DATA

Maximum Ilormil.

acceleration, Rcequency

%, g mlits

O.~ to 0.6 1
.6 to .7 0
.7 lm .8 1
.8 to .9 5
.9 to 1.0 3

1.0 to 1.1
1.1 to 1.2 ;
1.2 to 1.3 k
1.3 to 1.4 2
1.4 to 1.5 4
1.5 to 1.6 0
1.6 to 1.7 1
1.7 to 1.8 1
1.8 to 1.9 0
1.9 to 2.0 2

Total. 30

Fli@rb hours 3,448

Fl@ht tiles 6.9 x @

MaaLnn derived

gust velocity,

‘d-) ma

20t024

24 to 28
28t032
Y to 36
$ to 40
4ot044
44t04a
k8t052
52 to 56
56 to 60
6oto64
64t069
68 tO 72

Total

3?ltght hours

Flight miles

I?reqymcy

1

1

i?

4

z
1
1
1
1
1
1

9

3,448

6.9 x 105
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